Abstract-We study the unavailability of end-to-end traffic in p-cycle based mesh networks, which are designed to protect against single link failures. It has been shown earlier by Grover and Clouqueur [6], [7] that the p-cycle length as well as its topology play a vital role in determining the availability of span(s) which are protected by the p-cycle. Similarly, we derive the relationship between the unavailability of a span(s) and the topology of the p-cycle(s) which is allocated for the restoration of the span(s). Based on these insights and on the fact that the end-to-end unavailability of a working path depends not only on the length of the restoration path but also on the number of spans along the working path, we try to design a method for allocating p-cycles such that the end-to-end unavailability is bounded by an upper limit and the upper limit can be varied as desired. As expected, results show that more capacity is required to guarantee a lower end-to-end unavailability. Our results also show that shorter service paths tend to use longer p-cycles than longer service paths, to obtain the same level of availability; this is expected since the path length, apart from the p-cycle length, also plays a role in determining the availability of the service path. We compare this formulation with a formulation which rather limits the hop count of candidate p-cycles to provide a lower end-toend unavailability. We notice that directly limiting the end-to-end unavailability, as proposed by this paper, gives better results in terms of spare capacity redundancy than limiting the hop count of p-cycles. That is because the former allows shorter working paths to use p-cycles with higher hop count and therefore a better utilization of the allocated spare capacity.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N high-capacity optical wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) mesh networks, a failure of a network component can lead to severe disruption of traffic. Hence, fast recovery mechanism against network component failures is critically important in future optical mesh networks. Recovery mechanism can be classified into two main categories: protection and restoration techniques [8] , [18] . The former allocates and reserves back-up resources in advance, providing a fast recovery on pre-planned paths, whereas the latter makes use of real time availability of resources to provide back-up paths on the occurrence of a failure in the network. A variety of protection and restoration methods exist for optical transport networks [8] . These include automatic protection switching (APS), p-cycles, shared backup path protection (SBPP), mesh span restoration and mesh path restoration among others. These methods vary in their spare capacity requirements and restoration speed. In p-cycle based design, it has been shown that cycle length plays an important role in determining the unavailability of the portion of the working path which is protected by the p-cycle [6] , [7] . In this paper we show that since the length of the working path along which a demand is routed also determines the unavailability of that demand, a smaller working path could be allocated longer p-cycles to protect its spans and still limit the unavailability of the working path (and hence the demand) to a certain upper bound. The interest in allocating longer p-cycles to a shorter working path arises from the fact that longer p-cycles generally have more straddling spans and hence are more efficient from the capacity redundancy point of view [1] , [2] , [3] .
A. On Availability in General
Availability is defined as the probability of the system being found in the operating state at some time t in the future given that the system started in the operating state at time t = 0. For repairable systems, an equilibrium is reached between the failure arrival processes and the repair processes, both characterized by the respective rates and resulting in the fraction of the total time that is "up" time [18] . The most widely used expression for availability in repairable systems is given [10] , [18] by:
A = MT T F MT T F + MT T R
(1)
where MT T F (Mean Time to Failure) is the mean time till the failure occurs and MT T R is the Mean Time to Repair. The probabilistic complement of availability is the unavailability U where:
Now, the availability of a system comprising of N elements in a series structure as shown in Figure 1 is equal to the product of the availability of the individual elements; that is 0733 all the elements in the system needs to be available for the system to be available [10] , [18] .
An approximation in equation (5) is done by ignoring the higher power of U i , as it is assumed that U i << 1.
Alternatively, the unavailability of a system comprising of N elements in parallel as shown in Figure 2 is given by the product of the unavailability of the individual elements; that is all the system would be unavailable if all the elements in the system are unavailable [10] , [18] .
To summarize, for systems with elements in series the unavailability of each element needs to be added up, which is an approximation considering that Ui << 1 and for systems with elements in parallel the unavailability of each element is multiplied to obtain the total unavailability.
B. Overview of p-Cycle Protection
The method of pre-configured protection cycles (p-cycles) proposed by W. Grover's research group [1] , [3] can achieve ring-like high speed protection with mesh-like high efficiency in the use of spare capacity. This is because the p-cycle method makes use of the ring protection function (originally used in SDH/SONET rings) to perform fast protection. Additionally it can protect not only the on-cycle spans but also the straddling spans in the network.
There are two types of p-cycles. Link p-cycles protect the individual channels within a link. On the other hand, node encircling p-cycles [4] are routed through all neighbor nodes of a specific node and protect all the connections traversing through that node. Figure 3 illustrates the way in which link p-cycles may be used for restoration, in ways that are not possible with rings. In Figure 3 (a), a span on the cycle breaks and the surviving arc of the cycle is used for restoration using a method similar to the ring based BLSR protection mechanism. Figure 3(b) shows how the p-cycle can also be accessed for restoration of working paths (e.g. AF) that are not on the cycle. In fact, two restoration paths are possible for every straddling link.
Most of the previous work on protection has focused on 100% restorability 1 against single span failure. Single span failure restoration methods have been suggested using both heuristic [5] as well as ILP methods [2] . Clearly single failure restorability is of great overall benefit to network integrity, but that qualitative recognition does not guarantee that the availability of service path will be 100%. To users of a WDM network, the end-to-end availability is of utmost concern.
Hence, being able to analyze the factors that affect and determine the end-to-end availability is of great interest not only academically but also for network operators as it assists them in offering their customers some guarantees for high service availability. Such guarantees are commonly specified in service level agreements (SLA) which has to be honored by the network operator and typically a failure to provide service as specified per the SLA may force the network operators to pay certain penalties. Given this, it is vital for the network operators to have quantitative measures of endto-end availability in order to offer competitive SLAs.
C. Related Work
A number of papers have been published on p-cycles schemes, most of which are related to the issue of optimizing spare capacity placement required to support single failure restoration [1] - [5] . Multiple and Dual failure restoration have recently been studied by Schupke et al in [15] , [16] , [17] . In [16] it is shown that the dual failure restorability and the protection capacity can vary significantly for cycleconfigurations with different numbers of deployed p-cycles. In [11] , the existing p-cycle network design theory is extended to include the capability of direct restriction on protection path lengths, rather than indirect restriction through circumference limits. On the other hand, the authors of [12] developed mathematical models for path availability and provisioning resources required in various strategies for realizing high availability service paths in bidirectional line-switched rings or shared protection WDM rings. More related work by Clouqueur and Grover can be found in [6] , [7] , [13] , [14] ; in [6] and [13] , the authors explain the relation between the path availability and the restorability of a network to dual failures. The availability analysis of a span restorable network is based on the computational analysis of the restorability of a network to all possible dual-failure scenarios. In [7] the concept of availability analysis in span restorable network is extended to p-cycles. The paper computes the availability of spans protected by p-cycles, by considering all dual failure sequences that result in an outage of a path protected by pcycles. The authors consider the working path to consist of one or more domains where each domain is one or more spans in the working path, which is protected by the p-cycle and they compute the unavailability of a domain. The authors showed the importance that cycle size plays in terms of availability and suggested strategies for achieving high availability of paths in a network protected by p-cycles.
D. Outline
In section II we show, with the help of an example, that in a span restorable network the length of the restoration path of a particular demand as well as the length of its corresponding working path, together determine the unavailability of the demand. In section III we present a computational analysis of the unavailability of the portion of the working path which is protected by a single p-cycle. In section IV we use the computational analysis developed in section III to develop an integer linear program (ILP) model, which optimizes the pcycle allocation to a pre-routed network and allocates p-cycles such that the end-to-end unavailability of every working route in the network is less than a certain upper limit. This upper limit is an input parameter to the ILP model. The results obtained from the ILP are provided in section V. Finally, section VI concludes our finding.
II. UNAVAILABILITY OF SPAN RESTORABLE SERVICE PATH
In any network, the most common aim in designing for survivability is to achieve restorability against all single failures with an objective to minimize the required spare capacity. This leaves dual failure situation as the main factor which can contribute to the unavailability of the service. It is reasonable to neglect the probability of occurrence of triple failures in networks as it is significantly less than the probability of occurrence of dual failures. Moreover, in networks where pre-connected protection schemes have been used to achieve restorability (as in the case of p-cycles) against single failures, the recovery speed is expected to be very fast, e.g., in the order of 50ms to a maximum of 1 or 2 sec. In such networks the unavailability of service during recovery time is also very insignificant and can be neglected. Numerical examples in [6] have shown that the effect of dual span-failures are in fact more important in determining the expected service path unavailability in long haul networks, and considering only dual failures is sufficient to obtain a good estimate on the availability of the service. Here, we will analyze the end-toend unavailability of span restorable service path. We will do that with the help of an example, as shown in Figure 4 .
In this example, the total unavailability of the service path S-X-Y-D is the sum of the unavailability of traffic between the nodes S and X, X and Y and Y and D. The network between the nodes S and X, X and Y and Y and D is represented as three domains and the un-availabilities of these three domains are represented as U 1 , U 2 , U 3 . These elements are in a series structure and as per equation (5):
Further, each of the domains is composed of a restoration path and a working span in a parallel structure. In this example it is assumed that the restoration paths are dedicated to the working path S-X-Y-D. As per equation (6) the unavailability for each domain would be calculated as follows:
where U smx , U xnoy , U ypd are the unavailabilities of the restoration paths of each of the spans S-X, X-Y and Y-D respectively. Each of the restoration paths is a series structure of spans. The unavailability of the restoration path would hence be given by the following equations:
To simplify the equations, we have considered the unavailability of all spans to be equal (e.g., U in this case), though it is understood that the unavailability of spans depends on various characteristics like length, the terrain that the link is through, etc. Hence, the unavailability of each domain and the total unavailability are given by:
Now, the unavailability of each domain can also be calculated by finding the number of possible dual failures which cause an outage. For example, in domain 2 there are three possible dual failures which can cause an outage. These are X-Y and X-N, X-Y and N-O, X-Y and O-Y. The possibility of each dual failure is U 2 , as the failure in each span is an independent event and hence the unavailability of two spans would be the product of the unavailability of each of the spans. Given this, the unavailability of domain 2 is therefore the probability that any of these three pair of spans is unavailable, which is 3U
2 .
Through observation we can deduce the following:
1) The unavailability of each domain in the working path tends to worsen as longer restoration paths are allocated.
In the case of a p-cycle based design, the length of the restoration path has a relation with the size of the cycle allocated to restore the corresponding span.
2) The end-to-end unavailability is likely to be more for a service path with more number of domains than for a shorter service path. For p-cycle based design, it would imply that a shorter service path can be protected by longer p-cycles (or p-cycles with larger hop count) than longer service path to achieve the same level of end-toend availability.
III. UNAVAILABILITY ANALYSIS IN P-CYCLE BASED NETWORK In [7] , Clouqueur and Grover used the concept of "protection domains" to analyze the unavailability of a set of spans which are protected by a p-cycle. We use a similar concept in this section to find the unavailability of any path. Any working path could be protected by a set of p-cycles, where each pcycle could be protecting one or more spans of the working path. We define a "protection domain" as the set of spans which are protected by the same p-cycle. In short, each path is divided into sub-sections based on the p-cycle allocated to protect each sub-section. Here, according to this definition we are modelling the path as a series structure of elements where the elements are the protection domains. Please note that in [7] if a span on a path was protected by a p-cycle as an oncycle span and another span on the same path was protected as a straddling span, then these two spans were counted as two different domains. According to our definition of protection domains all spans in a path protected by the same p-cycle belong to the same protection domain and hence the two spans in the above case also belong to the same domain.
A. Unavailability Analysis of a Protection Domain
Here we will analyze the unavailability of a section of the path, which belongs to the same protection domain. We perform this by finding all possible combinations of dual failures within the protection domain that can result in an outage on the corresponding service path. The ability to analyze the unavailability of a protection domain will enable us to analyze the end-to-end unavailability as protection domains are serially connected to form the end-to-end path. In our analysis we assume the physical unavailability of each span to be equal to U . Extension of the unavailability expression developed in this paper to consider span specific unavailability should be fairly straightforward. We have partitioned the p-cycle (x) that is protecting the span/spans along a path p into sets using the following notations:
The set of spans in p-cycle (x) that are on-cycle spans and are also in the working path (p).
• O p x : The set of spans in p-cycle (x) that are on-cycle spans but are not in the working path (p).
• S p x : The set of spans in p-cycle (x) that are straddling spans and are also in the working path (p).
• S p x : The set of spans in p-cycle (x) that are straddling spans but are not in the working path (p).
On further analysis we can categorize any outage causing dual failure scenarios within a p-cycle corresponding to a protection domain into one of the following categories (we will be referring to these categories throughout the rest of the paper):
Category-1: Dual failure scenario in which one of the spans belongs to O As per the notations followed: We will analyze the probability of an outage caused in each such scenario with the help of a few examples.
B. Example 1
The first example presented in Figure 5 shows a part of a network in which a working path is traversing a p-cycle (A-B-C-D-E-A). Two spans (A-B and B-C) along the working path are protected by the p-cycle as on-cycle spans. These two spans together form a "protection domain" of the endto-end working path. Our aim is to find the unavailability of this protection domain. In other words, what is the probability of finding that the traffic entering the protection domain at A suffers an outage before it leaves the protection domain at C given that there was no outage between the Source and A?
In Figure 6 we show the case where the first failure occurs on one of the spans AB or BC and the second failure occurs on one of the on-cycle spans that are not on the working path. Such a scenario is certain to cause an outage. Obviously the case when the two failures occur in the reverse order is also guaranteed to cause outage for the path. In this particular protection domain, there are 2 categories of dual failures, which can cause an outage. In the first category (Category-1) one of the spans belongs to O Alternatively, if the first failure occurs on a straddling span and assuming that the p-cycle is fully loaded 2 , the straddling span would be restored using both arcs of the p-cycle. In this situation a failure of a span in O p x will result in an outage. We formally denote the unavailability due to a dual failure in this category as:
Here, the factor 0.5 denotes the probability that a straddling span fails first. The unavailability of the protection domain (A-B-C) can therefore be expressed as the sum of the unavailability obtained in equations (16) and (17):
It can be shown that if spans A-B and B-C fail there would be no outage. The manner in which the cross-connects at nodes A, B and C are pre-configured to handle span failures on spans A-B and B-C would force the demand (originally traversing A-B-C) to be restored using the arc A-E-D-C in the event that both A-B and B-C fail. This is shown graphically in Figure 7 .
In this example ( Figure 7 ) the changes in the switch configuration which were effective after the occurrence of the second failure (failure of span A-B) are not biased by the fact that a prior failure had occurred on span B-C, but rather are premeditated. Although the loop back performed at node B after the failure of span A-B is not useful, the change in configuration at node A enables the working path to use the arc A-E-D-C as the restoration path. In the above example, the on-cycle spans present on the working path were adjacent spans and a dual failure involving both spans clearly did not (a) The first failure in span B-C is restored by switching to a new, but pre-configured XC configuration at node B and C. Node B performs a loop-back to divert the working path to the protection cycle. Node C changes the XC configuration from (In-1→ C-out) to (In-2 → C-out).
(b) A failure in span A-B is restored by switching to a new, but pre-configured XC configuration at node A and B. Node A changes the XC configuration from (A-in→ Out-1) to (A-in→ Out-2). Node B performs a loop-back to divert the traffic in the protection path to the working path. result in any outage. Using a similar analysis, it can also be shown that the same holds true for on-cycle spans, which are not adjacent and are traversed by the same working path.
C. Example 2
The second example (shown in Figure 8 ) shows part of a network in which a working path crosses a p-cycle (A-B-C-D-E-A) at two spans (A-C and C-E), which are straddling to the p-cycle. The portion of the working path crossing the pcycle forms a protection domain. In such a protection domain, there are 3 categories of dual failures (please refer to Figure  9 ) which can result in an outage to the working path as per our classification of dual-failure categories.
• Category-4, where one span among the straddling spans crossed by the working path fails and one span among the on-cycle spans not crossed by the working path fails.
• Category-5, where 2 straddling spans crossed by the working path fail.
• Category-6, where one span among the straddling spans crossed by the working path fails and one span among the straddling span not crossed by the working path fails. For each of these three categories we find the number of combinations of dual failures that can result in an outage and accordingly we calculate the contribution that each category of dual failures makes towards the unavailability of the protection domain.
Category-4:
There is a 50% chance that the on-cycle span fails first which is then followed by a second failure occurring on the straddling span (which is crossed by the concerned working path); this permutation of dual failures will definitely lead to service outage along the path. On the other hand, a span failure could first affect the straddling span and the second span failure could occur on an on-cycle span. In this case there is 50% chance that the on-cycle span would affect the back-up path used by the straddling span because the straddling span could, without discrimination, use any of the two halves of the p-cycle (see Figure 9 -a). Given this (un-ordered) combination of failures, the probability of an outage for the concerned path is 75%. The number of combination of dual-failures in this category is |S p x |.|O p x |. We formally denote the unavailability due to a dual failure in this category by:
Category-5:
The occurrence of the failure on a straddling span will activate both halves of the p-cycle; therefore, a following second failure on another straddling span (which is on the working path) will certainly result in an outage for the working path. Here we have assumed that the p-cycle is fully loaded or utilized, hence both halves of the p-cycle would be utilized, one half by the concerned working path and the other half by a working path (which is not of concern) flowing through the failed span but in the reverse direction. By assuming a fully loaded p-cycle, the unavailability calculations are pessimistic. In reality the unavailability due to dual failures 
Category-6: Here we are dealing with a dual-failure occurring on two straddling spans, one which is traversed by the working path (e.g., C-E) and the other is not (e.g., A-D). In this combination, there is a 50% chance that the straddling span which is traversed by the working path fails first; here a second failure occurring on another straddling span will not affect the restoration path of the span which failed first and hence there would be no outage for the working path. If the two failures occurred in the reverse order, a disruption is guaranteed to occur and hence there is a 50% chance that any failure in this category will result in an outage. Obviously, the possible number of such dual-failure combinations in any protection domain is |S p x |.|S p x |, which leads the unavailability contribution due to failures in this category to be:
The unavailability of the protection domain in this example is the sum of the unavailability calculated in equations (19), (20) and (21).
D. Example 3
Finally we take a broader example of a protection domain in which none of the sets O Figure 10 shows a working path traversing a p-cycle through on-cycle spans as well as straddling spans. The portion of the working path, which crosses the p-cycle forms the protection domain that we are interested in analyzing.
Dual-failures related to all six categories can take place in such a protection domain, as shown in Figure 10 . It should be appreciated that the unavailability as shown in equations (16), (17) , (19) , (20) and (21) would also apply to this example. The additional type of dual-failures that could affect this protection domain is when an on-cycle span and a straddling span both traversed by the working path fail; e.g., the dualfailure combination of A-B and C-E or B-C and C-E. This category of dual-failure is Category-3 as per our previous classification. Irrespective of the order in which the failures occur, the working path outage is guaranteed. The first failure occurring on the straddling span would result in the spare capacity in both halves of the p-cycle to be used to protect traffic on the straddling span and the second failure on the oncycle span will result in an outage as the p-cycle would already be pre-occupied. If the failures happen in the reverse order, the failed on-cycle span would be protected by the remaining arc of the p-cycle and the second failure on the straddling span would not be restorable. It should be noted that the working capacity in both directions of the straddling span is restored by the p-cycle (here we are assuming fully loaded/utilized pcycles).
The number of combinations of such failures is clearly |O p x |.|S p x | and hence the contribution to the total unavailability as a result of dual-failures in this category is given by:
Without much elaboration it can be stated that the total unavailability of a protection domain can the given by the sum of the contribution towards unavailability by each category. Formally, we have:
Finally, since the working path is a series of domains, the total unavailability of the working path would the summation of the unavailability of each individual domain:
IV. FORMULATION TO LIMIT THE END-TO-END UNAVAILABILITY
In this section we provide a formulation to optimize the allocation of spare capacity to find the minimum cost capacity placement that enables us to guarantee that every working path is protected against single span failures. The model will also ensure that the unavailability of all end-to-end working paths is less than a certain user set upper bound. The demands are pre-routed and all the working paths are provided as input parameters to the Integer Linear Program (ILP). The routing of the demands is done before hand and could be done using any load balancing routing algorithm or any other suitable algorithm. The optimization is therefore a non-joint optimization problem. We restrict our discussions to bi-directional p-cycles. We further assume a WDM network with full wavelength conversion, or networks with similar characteristics. For this formulation we use the following notations. 
We now constrain the unavailability of the working path to a certain upper limit -which is our main objective. The upper limit is an input parameter to our ILP. The p-cycles will be allocated such that this constraint is satisfied. That is, for a lower value of the constraint, p-cycles with less hop-count will be allocated and for a more relaxed value of the constraint the optimizer will tend to allocated longer p-cycles. Obviously if the desired value for unavailability is too low, a solution may not exist.
The equation (34) given below finds the number on unit protection capacity allocated on the p-cycle (p). The R.H.S. of the equation is the number of instances of p-cycle (p) required by any span (k) so as to protect all the working paths, which traverse k. The R.H.S side is not necessarily an integer value. For example if a p-cycle protects a certain span as a straddling span for 7 units of working capacity, then the number of instances of the p-cycles required by that span would be calculated as 3.5, as each instance of the p-cycle can provide protection to 2 units of straddling span. But N p is an integer value and is more than or equal to the R.H.S side for all spans k.
The total spare capacity in each span is given by the equation below:
The spare capacity given by equation (35) is optimized as per the objective (25).
It is worth noting here that as the number of nodes in the network increases, the number of candidate p-cycles increases exponentially especially in dense networks. Finding an optimal set of p-cycle using the ILP formulation presented previously can be shown to be an NP-hard problem [21] though limiting the number of candidate p-cycles can reduce the computation time by compromising the optimality.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We have chosen the COST239 and the 12n30s networks to implement the ILP formulation we provided in the previous section, and these networks are shown in Figure 11 . Without loss of generality we assume that each node can perform full wavelength conversion. We also assume that each span has enough capacity to support the protection capacity required by the optimal solution. The formulation is implemented as an AMPL model and solved using the solver CPLEX 9.1.3 [20] . A separate C model is used to find the input parameters for the AMPL model. In our implementation, the demands between any two pair of nodes are randomly assigned to a certain number of lightpaths ranging from 0 to 10. The demands are symmetric; i.e., every source-destination pair has equal number of lightpaths in either direction. The demands are routed using a Dijkistra shortest path algorithm with metrics reciprocal to the free capacity of the span [2] . Lightpaths between a pair of nodes are routed individually and two lightpaths between the same pair of nodes can possibly have different working routes. Each lightpath demand is associated with a working route; all working routes are provided as inputs to the AMPL model. Candidate p-cycles are found using a depth-first search and are pre-selected using AE metrics [19] and provided as input to the AMPL model. Figure 12 .a (Figure 12 .b) compares the redundancy obtained for the desired level of availability for COST239 (12n30s respectively). The redundancy here is defined as the ratio of the sum of the spare capacity in each span to the sum of the working capacity in each span. For computational simplicity, we assume the unavailability of each span to be equal. In our case, we assumed the unavailability of each span to be equal to 10 −3 . As expected, the results for both networks show that the availability increases at the cost of additional spare capacity requirement. The same set of demands is used to find the redundancy for each of the desired availability requirement. Another interesting observation is with respect to the average length of the p-cycles (in terms of hop-count), which are allocated for the restoration of working paths. Here, we are interested in analyzing the average cycle length because longer cycles tend to be more efficient from spare capacity redundancy point of view. We segregate the working paths in our network into three groups: working paths with only one span, working paths with two spans and working paths with three spans. In our simulation, none of the working paths covered more than 3 spans. The average cycle length of the p-cycles allocated to paths in a particular group is calculated, and the same calculation is done for all the three groups and compared. Figure 13 .a shows the average cycle length for the three groups for different levels of availability for COST239 network. It can be observed that: 1) Longer p-cycles are allocated to working paths covering smaller number of spans. For example to achieve an availability level of 99.9976%, the working paths with one span are allocated p-cycles with an average cycle hop-count of 9.75, whereas working paths containing two spans are allocated p-cycles with an average hopcount of 4.97 and the average hop-count of p-cycles allocated to working paths containing three spans is 4.42. 2) In general the average cycle length decreases as the level of availability is increased.
The same results can also be observed for the 12n30s network, as shown in Figure 13 .b.
Next we simulate our ILP without constraining the unavailability to an upper bound, given by equation (33), but rather by limiting the length of candidate p-cycles (i.e., limiting their hop-count). The results found by this method would be the same as those found by the conventional single failure restoration ILP provided by Grover et al [1] , wherein the ILP model finds a set of allocated p-cycles with an objective to minimize the redundancy. We find out the working path with the worst case (i.e., minimum) availability, when the candidate p-cycles are pre-selected based on the hop-count. Figure 14 compares the worst case availability of any working path in the entire network when the length of candidate pcycles is restricted (based on the hop-count), with that of the worst case availability of any working path when the unavailability is constrained by equation (33) and the p-cycle hop-count is not restricted. Figure 14 shows results from the COST239 network. For example, on pre-selecting candidate cycles with hop-count not exceeding 5 hops, we obtain a set of p-cycles through the ILP (in which the unavailability is not constrained), such that there exists a demand which has an availability of 99.998% and the overall redundancy in the network is 56.10%. We compare the availability of the demand which has the worst availability rather than comparing the average unavailability of the demands in order to find a lower bound on the availability of all the demands. Clearly, directly limiting the unavailability proves to be a better design option than limiting the hop-count of the candidate p-cycles. As the figure shows, our method achieves a better (i.e., lower) spare capacity redundancy for the same availability (or unavailability) or better availability for almost the same redundancy.
Finally, we show the average hop count (vs. the availability) of the p-cycles allocated for (1) the unavailability constrained design and (2) the design in which the hop count of the pcycle was limited; the results are shown in Figure 15 . It can be seen that as the availability requirement increases, the hop count decreases for our design. The same is also true for the hop count limited design except that in the hop count limited design, the availability is obtained as a post design calculation and is not a design constraint. We can also see that the unavailability constrained design tends to have a higher average hop count for the same availability level as compared to the hop count limited design which therefore explains the lower redundancy obtained by our design.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we studied the relationship between the unavailability of a span and the topology of the p-cycle, which is allocated for the restoration of the spans in mesh networks with p-cycle based protection method. We then provided a method for allocating p-cycles to restore single link failures such that the unavailability of all the demands in the network is bounded by an upper limit. Results have provided us with an insight on the relationship between the length of the working path and the length of the p-cycles, which are allocated to protect the spans along the working path. Allocating p-cycles based on the desired availability (or unavailability) rather than limiting the hop-count of candidate p-cycles appears to be a promising method. That is because longer cycles can be allocated to protect shorter working paths and achieve the same availability; with longer p-cycles, better sharing of the protection capacity among multiple spans (on cycle and straddling spans) can be obtained. As a topic for future study, demands in a network can be further classified into different priority levels, where each priority level would have a different upper bound for the end-to-end unavailability, thus providing different classes of protection and availability to various classes of service.
